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Abbot Pass from Upper Victoria Glacier
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactenb.18.04

Artist: Bruno Engler (1915 – 2001, Canadian)

Title: Abbot Pass from Upper Victoria Glacier

Date: 1956

Medium: silver gelatin on paper

Dimensions: 49.5 x 39.1 cm

Description: A black and white photographic positive, a mountain pass , snow and ice
covered, meanders from the bottom left of the picture to centre top, the
mountains rise steeply from both sides of the pass and fill the picture
almost to the top, a hut is at the top of the pass, the sky is cloudy

Subject: landscape

mountain

Abbot Pass

Credit: Purchased from Bruno Engler, Harvie Heights, 1985

Catalogue Number: EnB.18.04
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Avalanche on Mount Brewster
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactenb.18.06

Artist: Bruno Engler (1915 – 2001, Canadian)

Title: Avalanche on Mount Brewster

Date: 1966

Medium: silver gelatin on paper

Dimensions: 49.0 x 39.3 cm

Description: A black and white photographic positive, the side of the mountain covers
almost the entire picture, it is snow covered, to the top right and centre an
avalanche is descending to the valley bottom, a few trees in the bottom
left corner

Subject: landscape, mountain

Mount Brewster

avalanche

Credit: Purchased from Bruno Engler, Harvie Heights, 1985

Catalogue Number: EnB.18.06
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Chopping Through Cornice on Mount Brewster
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactenb.18.05

Artist: Bruno Engler (1915 – 2001, Canadian)

Title: Chopping Through Cornice on Mount Brewster

Date: 1964

Medium: silver gelatin on paper

Dimensions: 49.0 x 39.5 cm

Description: A black and white photographic positive, a figure of a man is central in
the picture, only his one boot is clearly defined, he is chopping through a
cornice of snow, the mountain is from bottom left to upper right, most of it
snow, flying snow backlit from the sun dominates the centre of the picture

Subject: landscape, mountain

Mount Brewster

activity

climbing

winter

Credit: Purchased from Bruno Engler, Harvie Heights, 1985

Catalogue Number: EnB.18.05
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Climbers on the South Peak of Mount Victoria
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactenb.18.01

Artist: Bruno Engler (1915 – 2001, Canadian)

Title: Climbers on the South Peak of Mount Victoria

Date: 1961

Medium: silver gelatin on paper

Dimensions: 39.5 x 49.0 cm

Description: A black and white photographic positive, the top fifth of the picture is sky
with a few clouds, the rest of the picture is of mountain peaks with snow
and glaciers, from bottom left is a field of snow which terminates centre
top, on this field can be seen 2 mountain climbers, the mountain is Mount
Victoria, Banff National Park

Subject: landscape, mountain

Credit: Purchased from Bruno Engler, Harvie Heights, 1985

Catalogue Number: EnB.18.01
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Freshfield Icefield from Coronation Mountain
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactenb.18.02

Artist: Bruno Engler (1915 – 2001, Canadian)

Title: Freshfield Icefield from Coronation Mountain

Date: 1946

Medium: silver gelatin on paper

Dimensions: 48.9 x 39.2 cm

Description: A black and white photographic positive, top fifth of picture is the sky with
some white clouds, the rest of the picture is of mountains with barren,
craggy rocks in the foreground with an icefield behind that, in the bottom
left of the picture are mountain climbers

Subject: landscape, mountain

Coronation Mountain

people

activity, climbing

Credit: Purchased from Bruno Engler, Harvie Heights, 1985

Catalogue Number: EnB.18.02
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Mount Lefroy from the Needles
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifactenb.18.03

Artist: Bruno Engler (1915 – 2001, Canadian)

Title: Mount Lefroy from the Needles

Date: 1973

Medium: silver gelatin on paper

Dimensions: 49.0 x 39.4 cm

Description: A black and white photographic positive, almost the whole picture is of
mountain formations, snow on top of the dominant mountain and snow in
the valley, 2 mountain goats near lower left, cloudy sky very top of picture

Subject: landscape, mountain

Mount Lefroy

Credit: Purchased from Bruno Engler, Harvie Heights, 1985

Catalogue Number: EnB.18.03
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